
Robert Smith 
Lead Injection Mold Operator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To obtain a challenging Injection Mold Operator position utilizing 
educational and professional skills while providing an opportunity for 
advancement.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Injection Mold Operator
ABC Corporation -   January 1995 – November 1997 

Responsibilities:

 Operates large format injection mold press to manufacture automotive 
gaskets.

 Activates injection presses following standard practices, and monitors 
letters being produced.

 Produces parts in appropriate quantities to meet customer orders and to
maintain desired inventory levels.

 Sets up letter molds, pad molds and custom molds on injection presses 
ensuring that the molds are not damaged, are the correct size and 
make appropriate adjustments to produce acceptable parts.

 Inspects pressed letters and molded parts, ensuring that letters 
produced are consistent with quality standards required by the 
company.

 Operates a slotter, sawing slots in injections and form letters.
 Clips stems from letters using a hand clipper, and places letters into a 

box.

Injection Mold Operator
Delta Corporation -   1991 – 1995 

Responsibilities:

 Operate infection mold machine and constantly monitor production in 
relation to conformng product for customer.

 Insure quality and part specifications are compliance with SOP.
 Mold interior and inspection part for car.
 Brushed or sprayed mold surfaces with parting agents or inserted 

rubber into molds to ensure smoothness and prevent sticking Cleaned, 
finished, and .

 Injection Molding to start machine up and make from tanks gallons sinks
phone booths etc..

 out of resin (plastic powder).
 Pentair Injection Molding Count completed pieces Select Staffing.

Education

Bachelor's in Information Systems - October 2010(Indiana Wesleyan 
University - Fort Wayne, IN)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Cashier, customer 
service, trained new 
employees.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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